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The 2018 fiscal year is off to a great start. Many life sciences
and analytical instrument companies expect growth above
4-5 percent industry projections. Once OP1 concludes, highperforming companies turn their attention to strategic revenue
growth planning for 2019 and beyond. Their goal? To sustain
growth that is double the industry average. Their strategy? A
comprehensive revenue growth plan that considers more than
just sales compensation.
Traditionally, many life sciences and analytical instrument
companies begin to review their sales compensation plans
midyear. But sales compensation is only part of the planning
puzzle. A successful revenue growth model includes a thorough review of a company’s
segmentation models, revenue motions, customer-facing jobs, resource deployment, talent
programs and sales compensation.
Effective annual revenue growth planning is a necessity. Life sciences and analytical instrument
companies are in a continuous state of change. The biggest sources of change include targeting
new growth segments, improving sales productivity and digital transformation. Industry players
are trading off product-oriented sellers for specialized applied market teams. They are deploying
low-cost models such as inside sales, e-commerce and an expanded third party channel network.
Finally, they are leveraging technology to evolve how they engage with customers and enable
marketing, sales and service execution.
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Best practices indicates all life sciences and analytical instrument companies should reevaluate
their revenue growth models annually. In some cases, the review process will reveal extensive
changes; in other cases, the changes will help ignite growth.
As you put pen to paper and start your planning process, use the following checklist to guide you:
• Establish a revenue growth planning team. This team should include the following functions:
sales management, franchise owners, marketing, finance, human resources and sales
operations.
• Confirm next year’s sales strategy. Identify changes to the corporate strategy including
significant product launches, potential acquisitions and new clinician call points.
• Assess the current state against strategic intentions. Inventory current programs and
practices to determine if alignment exists with strategic intentions. Utilize Alexander Group’s
Revenue Growth Model™ as a guide. The evaluation should include segmentation, revenue
motions, organizational design, talent and sales compensation. This assessment will yield the
focus areas for change.
• Update revenue growth model. Work with the planning team to identify options for change,
and select the most appropriate changes for the organization. In some cases, the change is
too large for a given year and will require a multiyear roadmap.
• Communicate changes. Develop a full communication program, including manager training,
participant presentations and coaching tools for supervisors. Highlight why change is needed
and how everyone in the organization will benefit.
Learn more about building a successful high-performing revenue growth organization. Contact our
Life Sciences practice for more information.
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About Alexander Group
Decades of experience growing revenue for global companies.
Alexander Group provides management consulting services to the world’s leading
sales organizations. When clients need to grow revenue, they look to Alexander Group
for data-driven insights, actionable recommendations, and most importantly, results.
Founded in 1985, we’ve served more than 1000 companies around the world, across
all industries. This experience gives us not only a highly sophisticated set of best
practices to grow revenue — we also have a rich repository of industry data that informs
all our recommendations.
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